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I am thrilled to write the foreword to
the Impact Report for the financial year
2021-22 as my first formal act as the new
Chair of Local Partnerships. I am looking
forward to building on the successes of
the past and working with our team and
stakeholders to support communities
through our work across all parts of the
public sector.
It is clear from the breadth and depth
of the commissions Local Partnerships
has undertaken over the last year that
there continues to be a need for our
services. We act as a safe, independent
and trusted critical friend to our public
sector colleagues and occupy a unique
position, operating across the whole
sector. The feedback from clients
is excellent and the team should
be very proud. 
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Local Partnerships
must deploy one
of its greatest
attributes –
the agility to
flex and adapt
in a changing
environment – to
ensure we stay
relevant to our
public sector
partners

We are now in another period of
uncertainty with a war in Europe and
a cost-of-living crisis. Local Partnerships
must deploy one of its greatest
attributes – the agility to flex and adapt
in a changing environment – to ensure we
stay relevant to our public sector partners.
As the incoming Chair, my role is to help
steer and guide us through this next
period and I look forward to seeing and
hearing how Local Partnerships may
further develop services over the coming
year. I welcome your thoughts on how
we may be of assistance.
I would like to pay tribute to my
predecessor as Chair, Sir David Wootton.
Sir David should take immense pride

for stewarding Local Partnerships
through many years to achieve excellent
results, increasing brand awareness and
professionalisation of the services we
provide. The strength of the relationships
between our owners and our public sector
partners springs from the pages of this
report. I am hugely grateful for all the hard
work and effort Sir David has contributed
since Local Partnerships was formed in
2009. On behalf of the whole organisation,
I send my thanks, and wish Sir David
the warmest of wishes for his future
endeavours.
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When I reflect on the sheer volume
of activity the Local Partnerships team
has undertaken in 2021-22, it strikes me
that we are involved in so many different
areas of national and strategic importance
to the nations of England and Wales.
Our reputation continues to grow and
I am particularly pleased by the
strengthening relationships with major
departments of state and agencies,
such as with our close colleagues at the
Infrastructure and Projects Authority.
Following our involvement in supporting
struggling councils, we have taken that
learning and produced some excellent
guidance. I am especially pleased with
the reception to our LATCo guidance,
supported by Max Caller. Our outgoing
Chief Executive, Sean Hanson, has also
been involved in supporting Wirral Council
as a member of its Improvement Panel
and this gives a flavour for the extra
value that our experience adds.
I want to pay tribute to my Local
Partnerships colleagues and our many
excellent associates who have battled

Click the video to hear more from Howel Jones.

through another turbulent year, with
many experiencing health difficulties
including high numbers of colleagues
who contracted COVID-19 at least
once. I am gratified that this report
demonstrates, despite everything we
faced, the amount of collaboration across
our teams has increased and is delivering
tangible results for the public sector.
As we go through a growth phase,
we have recruited many new colleagues
who will bring their own experiences
and add to the unique Local Partnerships’
culture. I am excited by the appointment
of a new Chair and the imminent arrival
of a new Chief Executive to take us on
to the next stages of our development.

...this report
demonstrates,
despite everything
we faced, the
amount of
collaboration
across our teams
has increased
and is delivering
tangible results for
the public sector
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Our marketing and communications
activity underpins Local Partnerships’
central purpose: to help public sector
organisations face the ever-increasing
challenge of meeting rising demands for
services with shrinking budgets. In another
challenging year for all, our activity focused
on informing our publics of the support
that Local Partnerships’ experts carry
out on behalf of the public sector, thus
enabling more people to benefit from our
high quality and value-for-money services.
We utilised our strong relationships
with the trade media to amplify and
disseminate our messaging wider and
deeper. We contributed articles covering
a wide range of topics including: linking
waste and the circular economy and
net zero, tips for successfully bidding
for government funding, preparing for
the expiry of PFI contracts and planning
for climate change.
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Building on our virtual conference
programme, there was an even higher
demand for our specialists to speak at

a wide range of online events. During the
pandemic, the number of webinars we
hosted rose hugely and we facilitated
a programme covering a broad spectrum
of topics including effective bidding
for funding, housing retrofit and how
to successfully deliver a private wire.
In accordance with the ebb and flow
of restrictions, we also contributed
to in-person and hybrid events as people
slowly returned to larger gatherings.
Key moments included the EMEX (net
zero and energy management expo),
the Future of Housing conference
of which we were a strategic partner,
GovNet Smart Estates Summit, and the
Marine Energy Wales annual conference.
As part of our work supporting councils in
their journey to net zero, we developed the
category at The MJ Awards: “Leadership
in responding to the climate emergency”.
The winner of the 2021 awards was
Cornwall Council, who impressed our panel
of judges with their secure governance
structures and community engagement.
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London Borough of Hounslow was highly
commended. This activity helps to highlight
the successes achieved by the local
government sector and share best practice.
We worked with The MJ to produce an
exciting programme of activity in the run
up to COP26, and during the conference
itself. This began in June 2021, when
we jointly hosted the webinar “COP26:
What does it mean for local government?”.
This was followed by a series of three
pre-COP26 webinars designed for local
authorities seeking to accelerate their
action on the climate crisis through
practical solutions. Speakers included
chief executives, climate service directors
and industry experts. Finally, as the
COP itself was taking place, we produced
a podcast series to decode what the
high-level statements actually meant
for the local government sector.
We contributed to the LGC’s Chief
Executives’ forum, on the topic of
resilience and performance, moving
struggling councils towards excellence.

Click the video to hear more from Caroline.

We were also overall sponsors of the LGC
Awards which celebrated best practice
from across local and combined authorities.
As part of our commitment to sharing
our intellectual capital freely, we further
grew our collection of free resources for
councils on our website. This includes
our Levelling Up Funds Toolkit, our
Climate Adaptation Toolkit, and our Local
Authority Company Review Guidance.
Through our social media presence across
LinkedIn and Twitter, as well as our curated
enewsletters and website, we disseminated
information about topics of importance to
our local government audience.
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Our purpose is to
help public sector
organisations face
the ever-increasing
challenge of meeting
rising demands
for services, with
shrinking budgets.

Our team of specialists
brings a formidable
combination of public
and private sector
experience offering
the highest quality
and most effective
support to the public
sector. We are a handson organisation and
work collaboratively
for the benefit of our
clients, often sitting
alongside project
teams, rather than
providing advice
from afar. We provide
capacity and capability
where it is needed.

Our support is
especially relevant
in helping local
and combined
authorities with their
responsibilities to
shape and create
place-based growth.
This includes the
increasing requirements
for housing delivery,
and the planning and
funding of social,
digital and enabling
infrastructure. We
work with authorities
to develop their
commercial capabilities,
helping them achieve
and maintain financial
resilience.

Occupying a unique
position in the
public sector,
Local Partnerships
facilitates change by
working impartially
and collaboratively
across all parts
of central, local
and regional
government,
and devolved
administrations.

Remaining dedicated
to helping local,
regional and national
governments deliver
services even more
efficiently and
effectively. We are
very proud of the
successes we have
helped our clients
achieve over the
last 13 years.
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Be approachable,
visible, transparent
and flexible in the
way we work

Provide a fulfilling
and supportive
work environment,
appreciating
collaboration
and valuing
diversity

Produce
high quality
work

AT A GLANCE

Listen to our
clients and our
owners and adapt
to their priorities

Be humble about
our contribution
and proud of
our results
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To meet the
aims and vision for
Local Partnerships
we will challenge
ourselves to achieve
the following:

Make a
positive impact
at the local level,
accelerating
delivery and
optimising
outcomes

Provide
value for
money

Deliver tangible
positive results
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Making an impact
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Tackling the climate emergency is at the
heart of our work at Local Partnerships.
The dedication and commitments
shown by councils to tackle the climate
emergency on their own terms is very
encouraging. We are here to support
councils to achieve and progress their
climate ambitions at scale and pace.
We supported Cardiff Council to
commission a private wire and provided
additional capacity to accelerate delivery
of the One Planet Cardiff action plan,
which contains projects and initiatives
that will support the delivery of net zero
for both the Council and the city.
We helped the Hertfordshire Climate
Change and Sustainability Partnership
consider how it used its role to engage
and influence residents and businesses in
the county to reduce their emissions. This
was formalised in a communications and
engagement strategy for the partnership.
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We worked with Huntingdonshire District
Council to create an evidence based 
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environmental strategy covering both mitigation and
adaptation. We undertook a review of the Council’s
baseline carbon emissions and created a net zero
trajectory. We engaged with officers across the
Council to build their climate change literacy and
consulted with residents to understand their priorities.
We provided critical friend support to Milton
Keynes Council on a range of projects. This included
a review of opportunities for the development of
a city-wide heat network, identifying potential sites
for development of renewable energy and developing
the Sustainable Construction Supplementary Planning
Document 2021, which won Highly Commended
in the new Planning Awards category “Planning
to Address Climate Change“.
We identified how Manchester City can reduce its
carbon emissions by 7,000 tCO2e per annum by
2025 through the development or acquisition of
solar PV capacity. With recent turbulence in energy

markets, the Council has developed a secondary aim
of providing greater price certainty for their energy
purchasing, alongside emissions’ reduction.
Lewes District Council sought directly to support local
community energy developer OVESCO in development
of a 16MW solar farm. We produced an options’
appraisal and have provided support both to OVESCO
in its project development and to the Council’s
Scrutiny Panel to understand the associated risks and
mitigation, supported by data from Aurora Energy
Research. The scheme has obtained and accepted a
viable grid connection offer, completed a lease option
agreement and submitted a planning application.
Birmingham City Council is on a journey to improve
the thermal efficiency of its housing stock to reduce
carbon emissions, reduce energy bills, address fuel
poverty, support its levelling up objectives, provide
significant local skills and employment opportunities
and provide a just transition to a zero-carbon city. 
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Addressing Birmingham’s entire housing stock
of 60,000 homes needs significant investment.
There is a requirement to explore different
improvement options and funding models.
We worked with the Council to assess and develop
the business case options identified and lead
the development of the procurement strategy.
We supported Gravesham Borough Council
to establish a baseline for their Greenhouse Gas
emissions and in drafting a carbon budget.
We helped the Council plot a trajectory to reduce
its emissions to zero by 2030 and ran a workshop
where we helped prioritise the actions that will
help the Council achieve this goal.
We provided support to the Office for Zero Emissions
Vehicles (OZEV) in the production of technical
guidance for local authorities in relation to public
EV charging infrastructure. We conducted market
research for the LGA with local authorities about

their role in providing public charging infrastructure,
through an online survey and a series of workshops.
The findings were published in a report and provided
support to the LGA in their discussions with OZEV.
Delivery of the correct charging infrastructure is
essential to a successful transition of local authority
fleet vehicles to EV. Welsh local authorities have been
in receipt of grant funding to support the delivery of
EV infrastructure, but many have been experiencing
difficulties with both the capability and the capacity
to deliver. Our work included the provision of
technical modelling (in conjunction with Cenex),
direct support to the resolution of high voltage
and grid connection issues and a virtual workshop
exploring the issues with vehicles which are taken
home at night by employees.
We worked with Energy Systems Catapult and Greater
Manchester Combined Authority to unlock clean
energy investment in Greater Manchester and improve 
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the investment case for future renewables projects.
The project seeks to support the development of
renewable energy generation projects by developing
business models to promote self-consumption of
energy by the local authorities and reviewing routes
to market for procuring authorities.
We worked with Energy Systems Catapult to support
the development of Net Zero Go, a digital platform
where local councils can create, plan, operate and
manage successful, investable net zero projects.
Developed over two years with £1.5m in investment
from the UK Government, tools and resources for Net
Zero Go were co-developed with local authorities and
leaders in local energy. We supported the development
of the procurement platform to assist development
and delivery of smart local energy systems.
We developed a range of free tools for local
authorities to assist their net zero journeys. Since its
launch in 2020, our Greenhouse Gas Accounting
Tool has been downloaded by 334 unique authorities
and has been adopted by London Councils as its
methodology for emissions’ reporting across London.
The tool has undergone further development to
improve the reporting process with a particular
focus on Scope 3 emissions.
Building on our free Climate Adaptation Toolkit
for local authorities, this year we developed a risk
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You might like to take a look at

AIR QUALITY

Click the video to hear more from Sarah-Joy Lewis.

register generator, which links to the Climate Change
Risk Assessment (CCRA). It helps local authorities
identify and produce a risk register applicable to
the type of local authority and geographic location.
It has been downloaded by 73 authorities and
is listed in recommended guidance from the
Local Area Adaptation Panel to local authorities.
In 2020 the LGA published the “Financing Green
Ambition” guide, authored by Local Partnerships.
There have been significant advancements
in this area and so, working with the LGA,
we have updated this guidance to reflect the
changes in the funding landscape.
For more information about Climate response
link to our website.

WASTE ENGLAND
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ENERGY

` The Welsh Government Energy Service (WGES)

is to support and facilitate the rollout of many
gigawatts of low-carbon renewable energy as Wales
transitions to a net zero carbon economy by 2050.
These programmes are also about the retention
of socioeconomic benefits to Wales in the form
of increased jobs and economic activity. By 2050,
MEP and RED collectively aim to deliver more than:

` The Marine Energy Programme (MEP)

` 20GW of low carbon energy

` The Renewable Energy Developer (RED) programme

` 6,000 jobs created or safeguarded (with more

We provided support to the Welsh Government
on a number of energy programmes which
collectively form our Welsh Government Energy
Portfolio (WGEP):
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` The Future Grid project

MEP, RED and Future Grid are in the development
phases and the ambition is significant. The aim

than 20,000 during the peak of construction)
` £3bn increase in GVA
` 32m tonnes carbon emission savings 
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Click the video to hear more from Rhys Horan.

Cliciwch ar y fideo i glywed mwy gan Rhys Horan.

WGES was established in 2018 to support the
decarbonisation of the Welsh public sector
by supporting improved energy efficiency and
the development of renewable energy projects.
More recently, our team has assisted with the
decarbonisation of the public sector transport
fleet. We work collaboratively with the Carbon Trust
and the Energy Savings Trust in the delivery of the
WGES. Our role is to work with Welsh public sector
bodies and regional partnerships at the strategic
level to help raise the ambition for low carbon
visions and providing end-to-end support to de-risk
project delivery.

RE:FIT

We supported projects with a total capital value of
£60m, delivering project lifetime income, or savings,
to the public sector of £123m. 17MW of renewable
energy generation capacity was installed last year.
Perhaps most importantly, the reduction of carbon
emissions will be about 220,000 tonnes over the
project lifetimes.

The Re:fit framework supports public sector bodies
wishing to implement energy efficiency, local energy
generation, and decarbonisation measures to their
estates and buildings. To date, over 250 organisations
have engaged in the Re:fit programme. Over £180m
of works have been procured across more than
1,000 buildings and the current pipeline is over
£120m and growing.
The framework, facilitated by a multidisciplinary
team with knowledge of wider energy and carbon
performance improvement across legal, technical, and
financial disciplines has supported clients to secure
service providers to develop key projects including:
` commencement of works for Anglia Ruskin

University to deliver in excess of £100,000 of
guaranteed annual energy cost savings, delivering
projects across the estate saving in excess of 250
tonnes of CO2 per year 
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` projects for Newport City Council across its estate

initially to deliver guaranteed annual energy savings
in excess of £100,000 whilst saving 396 tonnes
of CO2 per year across the whole estate including
corporate buildings and schools
` projects across the University of Winchester

estate to deliver guaranteed annual energy
savings in excess of £60,000 whilst saving
in excess of 450 tonnes of CO2 annually
Housing retrofit is complex, but one of the many
actions required to achieve net zero carbon targets
in each locality. We were commissioned by BEIS
to produce the Local Authority Housing Retrofit
Handbook to provide practical advice to local
authorities in England. It brings existing resources
together in one place and gives a suggested order in
which to work through this material, signposting good
practice across various steps in the retrofit process.
You might like to take a look at

Click the video to hear more from Emma Bull.

HOUSING AND
REGENERATION

For more information about Energy
link to our website.
For more information about Re:fit
link to our website.

WASTE WALES
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Poor air quality is a significant environmental
issue in the UK. 33 towns and cities in England
have been in breach of the legal limits for the
toxic pollutant nitrogen dioxide (NO2). In 2017,
Defra and the Department for Transport (DfT)
set up the Joint Air Quality Unit (JAQU) to address
this. Since JAQU’s inception, we have worked with
each local authority identified to develop detailed
plans to reduce the NO2 levels in their urban areas.
Applying public sector business case best practice,
we supported local authorities in the development

of the commercial, financial and management cases
of their air quality improvement plans. We supported
them in drafting documents, managing consultants
and procuring solutions to meet compliance with air
quality targets.
We supported Bath and North East Somerset Council
to introduce a charging clean air zone (CAZ), in March
2021. Council data shows that this reduced average
NO2 levels in 2021 by 12.6% compared with 2019.
A second CAZ became operational in Birmingham in
June 2021, and a recent report by Birmingham City 
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Council stated that its pollution levels had dropped
by a similar percentage of 13%. A third CAZ was
implemented in Portsmouth in November 2022.
We supported Bradford Council, Bristol City Council,
Newcastle City Council and Sheffield City Council
in their plans to introduce a CAZ. Other schemes that
we supported under this programme included the

construction of cycle ways, car scrappage schemes,
support to bus and taxi firms to upgrade their fleets
to electric, bus retrofit incentives and changes
to road and junction layouts.
For more information about Air quality
link to our website.
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You might like to take a look at

INFRASTRUCTURE

PPP / PFI
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Circular economy and
resource efficiency
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The resources and waste strategy for England
provided good opportunities for Local Partnerships
to assist local government move towards better
resource efficiency. In advance of weekly food and
garden waste collections being required in England,
we provided support to several local authority groups
in assessing anaerobic digestion (AD) infrastructure
needs within their areas. We used lessons learned
in the implementation of food waste AD facilities in
Wales to help in the development of new contract

guidance focused on AD facility development.
The guidance will be published in 2022 for use
by local authorities across England.
Key themes that arose from the resources and
waste strategy include reviewing the need for
local authorities to implement a new system to
collect and transport flexible plastics for treatment.
We reviewed the impact on local authorities’ existing
waste management contracts from the proposed 
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introduction of deposit return schemes in England
and Wales, and the national driver to implement
extended producer responsibility for packaging
waste. Key objectives from both initiatives are to
capture the fraction of containers that are discarded
and to encourage manufacturers to reimagine
packaging of goods to reduce its quantity and
make it more suitable for recycling and reuse.
For more information about Waste
link to our website.
Click the video to hear more from Hazel Nickless.
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You might like to take a look at

WASTE WALES

ENERGY AND RE:FIT
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Wales has ambitious targets to achieve zero residual
waste to landfill and 100% recycling by 2050, with
a 70% recycling target for 2025. To enable these
ambitions, we implemented a new programme
delivery approach and office by expanding the
Dyfodol Gwyrdd Glan (Clean Green Future) project.
This will deliver all future work relating to Beyond
Recycling1. We undertook several key interventions,
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1

gov.wales/beyond-recycling-0

which will continue through 2022, namely the
implementation of:
` an absorbent hygiene products collection and

processing intervention, where we worked with
partners to deliver innovative solutions to maximise
the recyclate value that could be released from
these products 
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Click the video to hear more from Kristy Spindler.

Cliciwch ar y fideo i glywed mwy gan Richard Evans.

` a wood waste treatment pilot project that takes

wood waste collected in Wales and turns it into
a raw material for chipboard manufacture, keeping
the production in Wales

For more information about Waste
link to our website.

` ULEV refuse collection vehicles and the associated

charging infrastructure, moving the existing fleet
one step closer to being an ultra-low emissions
collection fleet

AT A GLANCE
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Local Partnerships provided expertise and
support across projects covering housing
pipelines, options’ appraisals for brownfield sites,
repairs and maintenance contracts and energy
efficiency in homes and public buildings.
We supported Calderdale Metropolitan Borough
Council to prepare an updated and comprehensive
prioritised housing pipeline. Out of 36 sites we
identified 12 priority sites, with a combined capacity for
4,339 new homes. We provided commercial leadership
to the Council for the Garden Communities project,
which consists of 3,500 new homes, primary schools
and community facilities in a landscaped setting.

Martin
Walker

We identified a pipeline of housing sites which
have the potential to deliver approximately 800
new private and affordable homes for Bradford
Metropolitan District Council. Following a successful
funding bid to West Yorkshire Combined Authority,
which we supported, the Council is well positioned
to progress the pipeline towards delivery.
We provided capacity support for the Hertfordshire
Growth Board in the development of a dynamic,
costed pipeline that will become the basis for
DLUHC monitoring and evaluation. The study
provided estimates of the revenue funding support
needed to unlock identified sites with the potential 
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for 80,000 homes, as well as viability challenges
and timescales.
Rotherham Metropolitan Borough Council appointed
us to undertake an options’ appraisal of two Council
owned brownfield sites. This included the provision
of Phase 1 Surveys and an options’ analysis of tailored
scheme proposals, ranging from an economically
optimal solution to a full net zero carbon homes scheme.
We assisted Milton Keynes Council on the delivery
of its £165m repairs and maintenance contract which
delivers responsive repairs, planned maintenance,
and void repairs to its stock of around 11,000 homes.
This included reviewing and improving the processes
for the management of void properties and other key
processes, and appraising the future options for delivery
of the repairs and maintenance contract, post-2024.
After reviewing the future of a number of housing
related companies owned by Slough Borough
Council, we were commissioned to conduct
a high-level options’ appraisal for the future
arrangements of James Elliman Homes, a delivery
vehicle for acquisition which owns around 200
properties. The Council is now taking forward
our recommendations.

You might like to take a look at

After Stroud Council had been awarded One Public
Estate funding to drive a net zero project, we agreed
a set of supporting actions including delivering a
public building energy efficiency workshop and
supporting development of potential Levelling Up
Fund projects. This included preparation of masterplanning services’ tender documentation for a town
centre regeneration scheme.
We supported Cardiff Capital Region and its ten
component local authorities in developing a joint
Statement of Intent for the new £1bn per annum
Energy Company Obligation (ECO 4) programme,
and selection of ECO Company delivery partners,
which will maximise energy efficiency investment in
the homes of fuel poor households across the region.
The first Local Partnerships Turnkey modern methods
of construction pilot project is well underway at
Hull City Council, bringing together an expert team
of site referencing and assessment, architectural
services, quantity surveyor and planning consultant
professionals. Over 200 Council owned sites were
identified, and this has been shortlisted to five sites.

CLIMATE RESPONSE

For more information about Housing and
regeneration link to our website.

MIM
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We provide specialist support for complex
infrastructure projects across England and Wales.
The Welsh Government’s new spinout company,
Cwmni Egino Ltd, was set up to deliver a site
development plan for the Trawsfynydd nuclear
power station site in North West Wales. Focused on
socio-economic growth, the new company seeks to
act as a catalyst in the delivery of UK Government
policy concentrating on new nuclear power
generation as a means of achieving net zero
and increasing energy security.

Local Partnerships supported the Welsh Government
to launch the new company and transition it into
a functioning “devco”. Our work included a diverse
range of support activities including the development
of effective governance, company policies,
organisational development, business planning
and programme management.
We were commissioned by the Department for
Transport to undertake a review of its current
approach to data standards and identify
opportunities for how this could be improved. 
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After engaging with multiple stakeholders across
different transport sectors both in and outside the
department, we identified key recommendations
which will ensure that the potential benefits offered
by effective data sharing will be attained.

between transport sectors, the requirement to put
in place new governance and oversight arrangements
and the establishment of clear criteria by which
the role of the Department could be determined,
and when this should happen.

These recommendations included the need for the
Department to recognise the role standards could
play in the development of data interoperability

For more information about Infrastructure
link to our website.
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Complex contracting
PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS /
PRIVATE FINANCE INITIATIVE
Michael
Berrington

FINANCIALS
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Local Partnerships supported contracting authorities
across a wide range of PFI contract expiry issues.
This has been both through liaison with the
Infrastructure and Projects Authority (IPA) and
directly with authorities.
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We worked closely with Liverpool City Council and
the IPA to implement recommendations from our
initial deep-dive operational reviews into Liverpool’s
three PFI projects. This included the potential to drive
energy efficiency savings through the PFI contractual

process and areas for technical improvement, from
enhanced fire safety measures to ensuring that there
was no over-specification of cleaning standards.
The refinancing market has been particularly active,
and we have successfully assisted two projects with
Sheffield City Council to reach financial close and
generated the following savings to the public sector:
` Highways maintenance PFI – £14.0m
` Howden House Office Accommodation – £1.2m 

We worked closely with the IPA to develop its model
guidance on how to commence preparation for the
expiry of PFI contracts, alongside other government
departments and authorities who have responsibility
for the expiry process. Our role involved acting
as critical friend, providing specific input to the
guidance and as part of a review team confirming
the final output was fit for purpose.
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Click the video to hear more from Michael Berrington.
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Significant discussion has continued around
PFI insurance cost saving provisions and we helped
two councils negotiate savings of £560,000 from
their joint insurance cost reports. We presented the
issue at a DfT networking event in January 2022,
where 20 councils were in attendance.
We worked with two councils on their five-yearly
benchmarking processes of facilities management
services for their schools’ PFI projects. On one
project, the final position resulted in an annual
reduction to the unitary charge of circa £28,500.

We provided input to the IPA guidance2. As a result
of our ongoing work with the Driver and Vehicle
Licencing Agency (DVLA) in relation to the expiry of
its accommodation PFI project, we have successfully:
` reviewed the financial models to understand

the pricing and how this feeds into the required
lifecycle expenditure
` developed a strategy for the DVLA’s negotiations

with its private sector partner
` undertaken a review of the current project

operating model and developed a target
operating model with the DVLA for service
provision post PFI expiry
For more information about PPP / PFI
link to our website.
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2

gov.uk/government/publications/preparing-for-pfi-contract-expiry
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Our Mutual Investment Model (MIM) education
team delivered the revenue-funded element of
the Sustainable Communities for Learning (“SCfL”)
programme within Welsh Government. Working
with WEPCo, a joint venture between Welsh
Government and Meridiam, established to deliver
additional educational infrastructure in Wales,
and appointed following a procurement managed
by Local Partnerships, there are currently five
projects in development across Wales with a capital
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equivalent of £280m, and another circa £500m
of projects identified in the pipeline.
The SCfL projects are progressing as net zero
carbon, with the first three acting as pilot projects.
The ongoing monitoring of the performance in use
of these buildings will provide a great opportunity
to inform the future of the net zero carbon estate,
within both education and the wider public sector.
The first two projects are scheduled to reach 
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financial close in the summer of 2022, with
construction commencing thereafter.
WEPCo has developed state of the art facilities for
local authorities and further education institutions,
and also delivered added value to local communities
through community benefit initiatives. One highly
successful education project has been implemented
in Flintshire and Rhondda Cynon Taf. Leveraging the
skills of RIBA architects, WEPCo has given students
the opportunity to learn about architecture through
design of their own model villages.

The completive dialogue phase of the procurement
has reached its concluding stages and, subject to final
Welsh Government approvals, final tenders are due to
be received in the summer of 2022. Both bidders have
provided solutions that meet the Trust requirements
and make considerable strides towards the Trust’s
ambition to deliver the greenest hospital in the
UK. Bidders have been asked to deliver against the
requirements of the UK Government’s “Delivering
a ‘Net Zero’ National Health Service” and the NHS
Wales “Decarbonisation Strategic Delivery Plan”.

Local Partnerships supported the procurement of
the new Velindre Cancer Centre (nVCC) MIM Project.

For more information about MIM
link to our website.
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We worked with a core city and a rural county
and the LGA to develop an investment case for
preventing homelessness. Leeds City Council and
Cornwall Council are leaders in prevention, while
having very different geographies and circumstances.
Using the Councils’ own data sets we modelled
the outcomes and impacts delivered by their
homelessness prevention services. These included
financial benefits at a council and system level.
The initial analysis indicated that homelessness
prevention activity can deliver benefits in a ratio
approaching three times its cost.

Click the video to hear more from Jenny Coombs.

For more information, contact Jenny.
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During the year we carried out 11 local authority
major infrastructure reviews with a combined
investment value of over £3bn. Common challenges
included obtaining planning permission, land
acquisition and service rerouting, all of which put
pressure of project timelines. As a result, managing
costs was a significant issue. Keeping projects within
budget with current inflationary pressures makes any
project delay of increasing concern. Local authorities
are normally the funder of last resort responsible
for all construction cost increases. We made
recommendations to help reduce these challenges

including areas where projects could be accelerated,
and time saved.
There was a greatly increased emphasis on
sustainability, active travel and net zero carbon and
how this can be achieved. The most common theme
highlighted was the challenge for local authorities
obtaining and retaining the necessary technical and
project management skills to deliver these complex
projects. We reported the findings to the Department
for Transport to assist with its future planning and
understanding of current issues. 
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We provided post review support to assist local
authorities develop strong action plans. We also
carried out follow up work on several projects.
We worked closely with colleagues from government
departments. Through the Departmental Assurance
Coordinators’ forum we supported assurance
reviews across UK Government departments and
agencies, including assessors for three central
government reviews.

Officers from over 20 authorities took part in
reviews in 2021-22, providing their experience and
knowledge to enhance the quality of the reviews.
This also provided an opportunity for networking,
observing other complex projects and sharing
of best practice.
For more information about Assurance
link to our website.
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We developed guidance for local authorities
to use when considering setting up companies
or reviewing companies which they wholly or partly
own. The guidance has been positively received by
the local government community as a tool to use to
ensure that they effectively govern their companies.
Working in conjunction with the LGA, Cabinet Office
and DLUHC, we delivered training and support to
councils on the Sourcing Playbook. We developed a
series of webinars designed specifically to help the
local government community better understand the
Playbook and maximise its value. The webinars 

Simon
Bandy
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covered procurement (market management,
preparation and planning routes to market, formal
engagement with the market, economic and financial
standing, social value), should-cost modelling,
business cases and options’ appraisals, risk allocation
and payment mechanisms, contract management
and ensuring successful supplier relationships.
We provided training to over 100 attendees, with
over 30 councils represented and 94% of those who
provided feedback said the training was valuable.
We provided hands on sourcing support to four
local authorities (Barnet, Birmingham, Milton Keynes
and Wirral) to pilot sourcing best practice in
a live environment. We were able to support
local authorities with critical sourcing activity and
extract learning for DLUHC about the challenges
they are experiencing with large sourcing projects.
This work has also helped to inform the development
of a commercial capability offer from DLUHC to local
government over the coming years.

We supported Birmingham City Council as it sought
to develop its commercial approach and explore and
develop opportunities for increasing revenue from
existing and new commercial ventures. We undertook
an assessment of the commercial landscape and
made recommendations to the Council for improving
its commercial approaches which will be captured
in a commercial strategy.
We reviewed Liverpool City Council’s four subsidiary
companies (an Arena and Conference Centre
company, a company providing services to schools,
a street scene company and a housing company) with
a view to determining the future of the companies.
The reviews focused on whether the Council should
continue with these companies in their current form
or if an alternative delivery method might be utilised.
We supported West Lancashire Borough Council
to undertake a review to determine the future of its
development company. We made recommendations 
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which the Council accepted regarding the future
strategic direction, financial management and
governance of the company.
We provided Portsmouth City Council with
governance training and undertook a review
of the governance of its companies, increasing
the capability of the Council to effectively govern
and oversee its companies.
We undertook an independent review of Basildon
District Council’s commercial activity. The review
focused on the Council’s commercial objectives, the
role of the corporate commercial team in identifying
and developing commercial projects, governance
of the Council’s commercial programme, risk
management and a review of the Council’s skills,
capability and capacity to deliver its commercial
ambitions.

We worked with a city council in Wales to review
its outsourced leisure contract. Leisure services had
taken a severe hit during the pandemic and were
just beginning to reopen. The council was keen that
the contract move to a sustainable financial footing
post-pandemic, and to build upon work with partners
to enhance leisure’s contribution to wider health and
wellbeing objectives. We worked with the council
and leisure operator to identify a series of measures
that, when implemented, will bring the contract back
onto a sustainable financial level from making a loss
of £2.2m per annum. These included reconfiguration
of the leisure centres and the activities delivered
from them, securing increased contributions from
NHS partners towards leisure activities as part
of social prescribing, work to decarbonise fuel
sources, and minor operational changes.

» Levelling up and
bid evaluation

For more information about Commercial
initiatives link to our website.
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The Government’s commitment of approximately
£5bn to local infrastructure as part of its Levelling Up
policy has initiated a wave of new projects from
local government. The competitive process for
Round 1 called for councils to submit business
case style submissions by the end of June 2021
for assessment over the summer. Almost 300 bids
were received by the deadline, requiring detailed
assessment to facilitate approvals of successful
projects by the end of September.

Through our delivery experience across different
types of local infrastructure projects we were
able to support the assessment process. Previous
experience of government funding competitions
such as future fibre broadband and future high
street helped us adapt processes to meet the
scale and timeframe of the challenge. We provided
the sponsoring department with an appraisal of
each bid’s deliverability, considering the financial,
commercial and management aspects of the project. 

Drawing on this work, we developed a toolkit
designed to help councils improve the quality
of their Levelling Up Fund bids, as well as select
projects that are most likely to succeed in attracting
an award. This was supported by webinars to help
explain the guidance and forms part of our role
in strengthening delivery capability and leveraging
the expertise and knowledge that exists across
the sector.
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For more information, contact Martin.
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The quality of our work and resulting
customer advocacy remain our most
powerful marketing tools.
During the course of the year we
reinforced our quality assurance
processes both in terms of proposals
and assignment deliverables and
changed our method of requesting
feedback to be dynamic and current. 
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The responses to the client survey demonstrate the continued high regard our clients have for the quality of our work and illustrates
our success in consistently meeting, or exceeding, client requirements. From clients surveyed:
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62% rated the
quality of support
they received from
Local Partnerships
as excellent

62%

EXCELLENT
38% GOOD
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21% said Local
Partnerships was
excellent in meeting
requirements for
their engagement

21%

EXCELLENT
79% GOOD

79% said Local
Partnerships staff
were excellent at
fulfilling their role

79%

EXCELLENT
21% GOOD

100% would ask for
support from Local
Partnerships again

100%

100% would
recommend Local
Partnerships to other
public or third-sector
organisations

100%

OVERVIEW

Client feedback
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Local Partnerships recently reviewed
two of our major transport schemes.
They were able to bring a wealth
of experience and skill and then
produce insightful reports and
identify recommendations to help
take the schemes forward. It has
been a pleasure working with them.
We all found the professional manner
in which the Local Partnerships review
team approached the review incredibly
helpful, open and transparent.
The follow up sessions with the review
team were insightful and they have
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greatly helped us shape the future
development of the programmes.
We will certainly look to use
their services again on our major
infrastructure schemes.
I also had the opportunity to work
with them as a reviewer on other major
public sector schemes and I greatly
appreciated the opportunity they
gave me to take part and observe other
public sector projects at close quarters.
Tom Gifford
Head of Mass Transit
West Yorkshire Combined Authority
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BCP Council engaged
Local Partnerships to review our
development company partnership
with a major construction partner.
They were extremely perceptive
and professional in their assessment,
analysing the relationship and the
successes and areas of concern,
giving excellent advice on how
to improve the governance and
relationship.
Graham Farrant
Chief Executive
BCP Council

Local Partnerships carried out a review
of our outsourced leisure contract in
2021/22. We were looking for ideas to
help address some of the commercial
challenges arising from the pandemic
and to align our leisure partnership
with the Council’s broader health and
wellbeing objectives. Local Partnerships
delivered a sound piece of work that
addressed all of our requirements.
They have a great understanding
of the context within which we
operate and were particularly aware
of the sensitivities of a pre-election
period. We needed a neutral view,
and our ability to go direct, without
procurement, got us up and running
very quickly.
Neil Hanratty
Director – Economic Development
Cardiff Council
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We commissioned Local Partnerships
to help us analyse the impact, benefits
and risks of key commercial decisions
the council was about to take. We
were very happy with the service they
provided – they understood the issues,
partly because of their very relevant
experience elsewhere but also because
of their commercial understanding.
They responded quickly in meeting our
requirements, involved us and reported
in a way that stakeholders from across
the council understood, and met our
requirements in full. We would be
happy to use them again.
Andrew Harper
Procurement Manager
Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council
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I recently asked Local Partnerships
to undertake a review of one of our
projects. We approached them
because they have a depth of
experience in undertaking reviews
of complex public sector schemes.
They are a relatively small public sector
organisation but have access to a wide
range of experienced professionals.
They were quickly able to assemble
a team with the necessary specialist
expertise to carry out a review at
short notice and then provide an
excellent focused report identifying
ten key recommendations.

We found their independent report
very useful to provide the necessary
reassurance to our Members and
key stakeholders and outline a path
to take the project forward.
They were also able to follow up this
work and provide a range of strategic
and commercial support to help
progress the project.
We will certainly make use of their
services again on future projects.
Colin Rowland
Director of Neighbourhoods
Isle of Wight Council
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Wirral Council commissioned
Local Partnerships to support
the development of the council’s
Environment & Climate Emergency
Policy and validated the council’s
commitment (through the policy) to be
net zero carbon by 2030.
As part of the commission the Local
Partnerships team reviewed the
council’s Environment & Climate
Emergency Action Plan and provided
advice on sharpening the focus to
achieve the net zero target. The small
team that worked with us at Wirral, led
by Jo Wall, provided excellent support
and worked quickly to a short deadline
to provide their recommendations.

Almost two years on from receiving
the advice and recommendations
from Local Partnerships, the council’s
Environment & Climate Emergency
Policy and Action Plan are fully
established, and the council is on target
to achieve net zero within 10 years.
The recommendations received from
Local Partnerships have significantly
contributed to the progress being
made. Wirral Council would commission
support from Local Partnerships in the
future and recommend their services
and expertise to others.
Mike Cockburn
Assistant Director – Parks & Environment
Wirral Council
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Anglia Ruskin University conducts
world-leading sustainability research
and embeds sustainability within all its
undergraduate courses. We recognise
that to be credible we must “walk the
talk”, and we have therefore adopted
an ambitious and comprehensive
sustainability strategy that aims to
cut our direct and indirect carbon
emissions to zero by 2045, without
the use of offsetting.
Our strategy includes improving the
energy efficiency of our buildings
and following a thorough review
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of the options for delivering this we
selected the Re:fit energy performance
contract as the best way to assemble
the finance and expertise needed.
We have not been disappointed: Local
Partnerships has supported us through
the procurement of a service provider,
helping to resolve complications which
inevitably arise. It has been reassuring
to have Local Partnerships “on our
side”, contributing their experience and
expertise towards achieving our goals.
Simon Chubb
Head of Sustainability
Anglia Ruskin University
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OUR BOARD

– Governance
Governance and
andrisk
risk

Sir David Wootton JP	Chair (Independent Non-Executive)

– Our people

Susan Johnson OBE	Chair Audit Committee (Independent Non-Executive)

– Corporate social
responsibility

Barry Quirk CBE

Senior Independent Non-Executive

Terms of reference and the responsibilities
of our Board and Committees are set
out in our Members’ Agreement and
Governance Framework.

Tony Saffell

LGA appointee

FINANCIALS

Gerald Vernon-Jackson CBE

LGA appointee (Resigned August 2021)

AT A GLANCE

Howard Sykes MBE

LGA appointee (Appointed October 2021)

Steve Count

LGA appointee

Peter Marland	LGA appointee 
Stephen Dance
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HMT appointee

The Board has authority for the overall
supervision of the organisation including
setting the strategy and monitoring
performance against the annual business
plan on behalf of the Members who retain
several reserved matters.

Tim Jarvis	HMT appointee

The Board has delegated certain duties
to the following Board Committees:

Joshua Fleming

HMT appointee

` the Audit Committee assists the Board

Steve Davies

Welsh Government appointee

Claire Holloway

Company Secretary

Sean Hanson

Chief Executive

in monitoring the financial reporting,
internal controls and risk management
` the Executive Remuneration and

Nominations Committee is responsible
for the remuneration strategy for the
organisation as well as the appointment
and remuneration of the Board
members and senior executives
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PRINCIPAL RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES
We maintain a corporate risk register that is used both by the management team and the Board to record our approach
to identifying and managing business risks. The three principal risks facing Local Partnerships in 2021-22 were:

1

2

3

QUALITY

INTERNAL CONTROLS

FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

High quality and relevant outputs
are critical to delivering positive
impacts, building client relationships
and maintaining the profile
of Local Partnerships.

Local Partnerships has sought
to manage and mitigate risk
throughout the year by changing
internal services, strengthening
processes and ensuring further
compliance to changing regulations
by working with third parties.

Local Partnerships’ balance sheet and
cash position remain even stronger
following a turbulent year, with
realistic growth targets set for the
future. This shows the powerful
work done to mitigate this risk and
ensure financial sustainability for
Local Partnerships going forward.

FINANCIALS
AT A GLANCE

We have an established quality
assurance regime, including:
	senior staff review of proposals

and delivered outcomes
	regular client surveys
	senior liaison with key clients
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This year Local Partnerships has
sought to update internal systems
and adapt and improve ways of
working to continue to provide
support to our clients in our
customarily flexible manner.

As a Teckal (ECJ C-107/98) company
we are required to monitor our
ratio of owner to non-owner work.
At 2021-22 year end 92% of our work
across the previous three years was
carried out for “owner” organisations,
rising from 88% in 2020-21.
100% of our work was carried for
the benefit of the public sector.
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As part of
our monthly
all-staff meetings,
... we explored
the themes of
emergence and
hybrid working,
consulting on what
our colleagues
seek from the new
way of working
and taking steps
to enable this.

Moving into the post-pandemic world
this year has presented our people with
a fresh set of challenges, with changing
guidelines, unexpected developments
and a continued sense of caution when
making decisions about meeting up again
with clients and colleagues. As part of
our monthly all-staff meetings, in July
and November we explored the themes
of emergence and hybrid working,
consulting on what our colleagues seek
from the new way of working and taking
steps to enable this.
Our teams have once again shown
great resilience as they have adapted
to change, and we have ensured that
the mental and physical wellbeing of our
staff is the highest priority. Benenden
Health joined us to demonstrate the
benefits and resources available to all
staff. We have completed workstation
assessments to ensure that our home
working environments continue to function
well and, most importantly, managers and
colleagues have shared the greatest of

care, compassion and support for each
other during difficult times, especially
the later waves of COVID-19, when
many staff members and their families
were affected.
We welcomed 14 new and returning
colleagues this year and the recruitment
and onboarding process was mainly
completed virtually. Mindful of the
different experience this creates, we have
reviewed our approach to training and
development for colleagues across all
roles and refreshed how we deliver new
staff inductions and provide professional
development and accreditation. We have
also continued with fortnightly learning
lunches, broadening the range of subjects
covered and encouraging an appreciation
of cross-programme interest, information
and co-operation. In March 2022 there
was a particular focus on learning when
we invited RADA Business to present
Personal Impact Masterclasses as part
of our first in-person meeting for all staff
members since the start of the pandemic. 
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...to understand
the full breadth
and variety of skills
we possess in
the organisation.
This has helped in
identifying further
opportunities
to promote
collaboration
and knowledge
sharing between
disciplines.

The sharing of capacity and capability
across our programme areas has grown
this year, with 50% of our staff supporting
projects in two or more programme areas.
We completed a survey across our staff
members to produce a central record of
our skillsets, allowing us to understand
the full breadth and variety of skills we
possess in the organisation. This has
helped in identifying further opportunities
to promote collaboration and knowledge
sharing between disciplines.
Building on the commitment from previous
years, we have continued our emphasis

FEMALE
EMPLOYEES

= 47%

2019 = 38.5%

on the application of equality, diversity
and inclusion into all aspects of our work.
Using resources through our membership
of the Employers Network for Equality
& Inclusion, we have applied additional
rigour into our recruitment and employee
support processes. Female employees
now form 47% of our total workforce
and 57% of those in leadership or line
management roles. This practice will be
an integral part of our ongoing strategy,
to increase further the diversity within
our team and nurture the value in
every person that forms the strength
of Local Partnerships.

FEMALE
LEADERSHIP
OR LINE
MANAGEMENT
ROLES

= 57%
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Local Partnerships has pledged support
for corporate social responsibility (CSR)
since its inception. Our CSR policy
confirms Local Partnerships’ commitment
to making a positive contribution to
reducing inequality and to community
development by providing support to
its employees to engage in corporate
volunteering and fundraising activities.

The CSR team gathered nominations and
choices for a new fundraising partner and
Diabetes UK was chosen by a staff vote as
our charity for the next two years. Fundraising
activities completed by colleagues have
included participating in the charity’s
“Month of Miles” event by cycling and
running and holding a raffle at the all-staff
meeting. Over £700 has been raised so far.

“MONTH OF MILES”
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RAFFLE

We consulted with colleagues about the
types of organisations to whom they
wish to offer volunteering support with
volunteering as pandemic restrictions
ease. Geographical distribution is a factor
that is considered, to allow as many staff
members as possible to participate and
add maximum value to the organisations
with which we work.

CHOSEN
FUNDRAISING
PARTNER FOR
THE NEXT
TWO YEARS
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Financial performance
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2021-22 BUSINESS PLAN
In March 2021 the Board agreed
a target turnover of £10.3m and
a surplus of £0.5m.

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
In 2021-22 we achieved a turnover of
£9.7m. This included £0.5m of LGA grant.
This compares to £9.8m in 2020-21,
which excludes exceptional income
and included £0.8m of LGA grant.
We made a net surplus after all operating
and financing costs of £0.4m which
equates to a 4.2% net margin, the
same as in the previous year.
In a challenging year we were able
to achieve a surplus.
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

BALANCE SHEET

AT A GLANCE

2021-22

2020-21

2019-20

£521,000

£800,000

£800,000

£9,180,000

£9,048,000

Total income

£9,701,000

£9,848,000

£10,530,000

Total cost

£9,296,000

£9,454,000

£9,538,000

£409,000

£409,000

£1,026,000

Revenue category
LGA Grant
External income

Net surplus**

* unadjusted for exceptional items   ** after financing activities
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£9,730,000*

Our balance sheet continues to be
strong with net assets at year-end
of £13.6m (2020-21: £13.4m) of which
cash and equivalents represented
a considerably higher proportion:
£11.7m (2020-21: £6.4m).

AUDIT
At the time of writing our external
auditors PKF Littlejohn are still in the
process of reviewing the statutory
accounts for filing. Therefore the
figures shown here are indicative only.
Our internal audit services in 2021-22
were provided by Mazars LLP.
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80:20

PROGRAMME INCOME BY SECTOR

AT A GLANCE
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202122
2020
-21
2019
-20

202122
2020
-21
2019
-20

92% 8%

71% 27% 2%

88%
85%

69%
60%

12%
15%

24%
26%

7%
14%

As a publicly regulated company, wholly owned in the
public sector, it is important that we monitor the percentage
of work done for clients classified as controlling contracting
authorities. This is calculated on a rolling three-year basis.
The percentage for 2021-22 was 92%. This is in excess
of the 80% requirement for regulation 12(4) purposes.
CENTRAL GOVERNMENT

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

OTHER PUBLIC SECTOR ORGANISATIONS
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NUMBER OF PROJECTS BY VALUE

AT A GLANCE

102

2021-22

2020-21

107

2019-20

106

0
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50

UP TO £20k

68

6

63

4

69

100

£21k – £500k

6

150

ABOVE £500k

200
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PRINCIPLES AND VALUE
Since its creation, Local Partnerships has received a grant
from the LGA. Grant funding of £500,000 was confirmed
at the start of the financial year, with a further £200,000
made available towards the end of the year.
The principles agreed with the LGA on how this grant
should be utilised are:
` activities that are predominately free at the point

of delivery to English councils
` alignment with LGA priorities
` assistance with the development of new programmes/

services with the potential to add significant value
to local government
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In 2021-22, Local Partnerships used its LGA grant
allocation on the following themes:
` guidance and dissemination of best practice
` toolkits to assist authorities be more efficient
` green and post-COVID recovery
` increased commercial awareness
` identification of efficiencies and implementation
` framework stewardship and management

The remainder of this report provides detail of how
Local Partnerships used its 2021-22. The tables on
the following pages summarise the scope and range
of activities we have undertaken in 2021-22.
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Activity

What has been achieved

Councils/bodies
that have benefited

GUIDANCE AND DISSEMINATION OF BEST PRACTICE
Sourcing Playbook training and guidance
We supported the Cabinet Office and the
LGA with its dissemination of the Sourcing
Playbook into local authorities.

` working in conjunction with the LGA, Cabinet Office

and DLUHC, we delivered training and support
to councils on the Sourcing Playbook

30 councils that
attended the
training events

` we developed a series of six webinars designed

specifically to help the local government community
better understand the Playbook and maximise its value
` in addition to the webinars, we provided training to

over 100 attendees, with over 30 councils represented,
with 94% satisfaction rates
PFI contract expiry
Building on the support we are providing
in supporting the IPA with “health checks”
of expiring PFI contracts, we provide
sector-specific guidance and support
to local authorities in preparation for
the expiry of their PFI contracts.

` options appraisal for Redcar and Cleveland Council as

to whether to run the contract to close or terminate early
` guidance for London Borough of Islington relating to their

housing PFI contract ‘Partnerships for Islington PFI’ and
the approach to retaining the financial model in escrow
` we worked through several of the issues that pertain

to the retention of PFI credits in a termination scenario,
which will bring further clarity to future options’
appraisal processes
` demonstrable savings to the public sector of £2m-£3m

in net present value terms as a result of termination
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` clarified Islington Council’s approach and saved escrow

costs of £2,000

Redcar and
Cleveland Council
London Borough
of Islington
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The Greenhouse Gas Accounting Toolkit
is freely available to all councils on the LGA
website. The toolkit has been promoted via
our own marketing and newsletters, via the
LGA climate enewsletter, and through a series
of webinars delivered with the LGA, three of
which have been delivered to date.

AT A GLANCE

What has been achieved

Councils/bodies
that have benefited

` engagement with sector, particularly London Councils

334 councils have
downloaded the
Greenhouse Gas
Accounting Toolkit
and the LGA climate
change survey
has indicated that
currently at least
20% of councils are
using it to formally
report emissions

` guidance document for local authority Scope 3 reporting
` Scope 3 guidance document hosted on LGA webpages
` webinar held in relation to Scope 3 guidance and the

Greenhouse Gas Accounting Toolkit, with 186 attendees

Renewable energy good practice guidance and research
We use Aurora’s data to build local
authorities’ capacity to increase the
pace of decarbonisation of grid supplied
electricity which is included in our net zero
trajectory model.

` we negotiated a single subscription for all local

authorities so they may get access to data for free
through our subscription, saving each local authority
up to £30,000 plus VAT
` we also negotiated a discount for any local authorities

who prefer their own subscription for their own
business cases
` the subscription has been used to inform the renewables

best practice guide, which is available to all councils
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All councils are able
to benefit from
this, as we can use
the data from this
subscription for
any council that
wishes to access
the information
via ourselves
The subscription has
been used to directly
support work with
Manchester City
Council, Lewes
District Council,
Central Bedfordshire
Council, Milton
Keynes Council
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Councils/bodies
that have benefited

TOOLKITS TO ASSIST AUTHORITIES BE MORE EFFICIENT
Greenhouse Gas Accounting Toolkit
The Greenhouse Gas Accounting Toolkit
is available on the LGA website as a resource
for all councils and has been developed by
Local Partnerships, working with the LGA,
to provide a straightforward and consistent
approach for councils seeking to calculate
their own carbon baseline.
Councils are also able to benchmark their
emissions with other councils to understand how
their performance compares with their peers.

` updates to the Greenhouse Gas Accounting Toolkit
` three webinars delivered, with the last having

186 attendees

334 councils that
have downloaded
the toolkit

` toolkit and FAQs updated and published on our website,

and signposted from the LGA
` confirmation that the toolkit has been adopted

by London Councils
` LGA survey confirmed one in five councils now confirmed

as using the toolkit

Councils that are able to produce their own
carbon baseline information via the toolkit
will typically save around £10,000 plus VAT
per annum.
Climate adaptation toolkits
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Local Partnerships has developed a suite
of toolkits for local authorities to assess the
impacts that a changing climate will have
in their areas and understand the mitigation
work that will be necessary to combat this.
We have been consulting with both the board
of ADEPT and the Local Area Adaptation
Partnership (run by Defra) to ensure that
the toolkits are fit for purpose and meet
the needs of a wide range of authorities.

` Climate Adaptation Toolkit published on our website

promoted via our own newsletter and through the LGA
newsletter. A webinar to launch the toolkit was held
in January 2022
` wider sector engagement and profile raising, including

with Committee on Climate Change, EA and Defra, via
the LAAP (Local Adaptation Advisory Panel) using the
LGA climate newsletter to invite councils to join a working
group to support the development of the toolkit

Huntingdonshire
District Council
Webinar delivered
for 200+ delegates
Local Adaptation
Advisory Panel
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Climate decision-making toolkits

– LGA Grant
Grant

Adding to the suite of existing toolkits
that have already been developed, we
are supporting local authorities with
their climate-related decision-making.

AT A GLANCE

What has been achieved

Councils/bodies
that have benefited

` Climate Adaptation Risk Register Generator now in

Hertfordshire County
Council

use by councils alongside the Climate Adaptation Toolkit
` area-wide Emissions Toolkit prepared and awaiting

publication

Huntingdonshire
District Council

GREEN AND POST COVID-19 RECOVERY
Agile assets and asset realisation
Joined-up packages of support measures
relating to public sector buildings, land
and wider civic and community spaces.

` we worked with Stroud Council and participants within

the Gloucestershire One Public Estate (OPE) partnership,
who have been awarded OPE funding to drive a “net zero”
related OPE project through a collaborative approach
to public buildings energy efficiency retrofit
` for Stroud Council, the outcomes are:

– development of an OPE project plan
–	masterplanning advice and support, including written
“Heads of Terms” and requirements for consultants,
Beeches Green
–	masterplanning and project management advice
and support including requirements for consultants,
Cheapside
–	support in organising Public Buildings – Listed Buildings
Workshop
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– support to Stroud Levelling up Fund Bid

Stroud Council and
participants within
the Gloucestershire
One Public Estate
(OPE) partnership
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Future high streets and town centre recovery

– LGA Grant
Grant

Our experience in working with DLUHC
on the Future High Streets Fund gives us
an excellent insight into these issues
throughout the country. We work with
councils to help them develop and deliver
strategies, programmes, and projects which
will address these fundamental issues.

AT A GLANCE

What has been achieved

Councils/bodies
that have benefited

` a toolkit for improving the quality of capital funding bids

The toolkit is of
direct value to those
councils who failed
to secure an award
in Round 1 of the
Levelling Up Fund,
as well as those who
will be intending to
bid for the first time
in Round 2

by councils was prepared and launched, Local Authority
Funding Bid Preparation: Levelling Up Funds
` the advice focusses on the three cases that impinge

on deliverability, which is a key test for fund awards:
the Financial, Commercial and Management Cases
` councils have highlighted the benefits they have gained

from the clarity of language and the focussed practical
advice, that has assisted them to select the right project,
assemble an appropriate bid team and manage their
resources effectively to a deadline
Homelessness
In 2020, we prepared a report on lessons
` development of an initial case for investment
learned from councils’ responses to rough
in homelessness prevention
sleeping during the COVID pandemic,
` high level financial models are in preparation,
available to all councils via the LGA website.
showing avoided costs and potential additional
Our work in this area is bespoke and includes
income to the public purse as a result of implementing
support to local health and care systems,
a range of homelessness prevention strategies
including Integrated Care Systems, to address
the connections between health, rough
sleeping, and the environment.

Cornwall County
Council
Leeds City Council

Collaboration and integration
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Local Partnerships is seeing an increase
in the number of councils seeking greater
efficiencies from closer collaboration and
sharing of services. We continue to support
the councils with expert advice and guidance.

` it helped a range of local authorities involved in shared

service arrangements assess their existing impact and
performance and make objective decisions about the
future shape and scope of their partnerships

Guildford Borough
Council and
Waverley Borough
Council
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What has been achieved

Councils/bodies
that have benefited

` in every case, it prompted the local authorities to make

Cambridgeshire
County Council and
Peterborough City
Council (& EELGA)

changes, with some progressing their partnerships
further and others deciding to withdraw

– LGA Grant
Grant

` savings were a key driver in one of those examples

AT A GLANCE

with our work identifying a £1.4m per annum opportunity
arising from increased collaboration

Watford Borough
Council, Three Rivers
District Council,
St Albans City &
District Council

Turnkey pilots
This service offer enables councils to develop
directly small-scale housing projects on
public land, utilising modern methods of
construction (MMC), using suppliers who are
accredited by recognised industry bodies.

` Turnkey enables councils to scale up rates of house building Hull Council
` we proceeded with the delivery of two pilots (Hull Council

and Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council have
been identified from a competitive selection process)
enabling the full Turnkey end to end service to be trailed
on a pipeline of small sites that have the combined
capacity to deliver up to 120 new homes

Bournemouth
Christchurch and
Poole Council

Councils and other
public sector bodies
over the next three
` we have already provided a presentation and early lessons to four months
learned from the pilots at the national Planning Portal
Conference and will continue to do so through a series
of seminars, webinars and one to one meetings with local
authorities over the next 18 months as the pilots progress

Domestic retrofit pilot
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Pilot work with Stroud (SDC) and Cotswolds
(CDC) Councils to identify plans for domestic
retrofit including social housing stock. This
project was added after additional funding
was provided in Q3 and will straddle 2021-22
and 2022-23.

` scoping for package of support agreed with SDC and

CDC to assist with combined ambitions for end-to-end
domestic retrofit process
` gateway review – housing and buildings retrofit review
` stakeholder mapping and engagement workshop

Stroud District
Council
Cotswolds District
Council
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Activity

What has been achieved

In line with the Local Partnerships Local
Authority Domestic Retrofit Handbook
we will support both Councils to build on
current projects and produce a housing
retrofit and skills strategy, which will align
a planned approach to upgrading existing
homes with net zero strategies and wider
social and economic priorities.

` plan on a page

Councils/bodies
that have benefited

` retrofit and supply chain strategy
` facilitation of retrofit workshop for public buildings

Economic modelling for net zero
Both Milton Keynes Council (MKC) and
Hertfordshire County Council (HCC) have
been supported by Local Partnerships to
produce a Pathway to Net Zero for council
operations and service delivery (Scopes 1
and 2, and limited Scope 3).

` the general economic model toolkit has been built

and is being tested by MKC, HCC and ourselves,
in response to which its functionality may be refined
` MKC tailored report has been drafted
` costed pathway to net zero for MKC and HCC and

reports for wider economic benefits of investment
in zero carbon interventions
` general model to be further developed for wider

rollout and as a “sister model” to our existing
pathway modelling toolkit

INCREASED COMMERCIAL AWARENESS
Arms-length bodies reviews and support
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Support to councils to strengthen corporate
governance, monitoring and operation
of council-owned companies.

` we developed guidance for local authorities to use when

considering setting up companies or reviewing companies
which they wholly or partly own
` the guidance has been positively received by the local

government community as a tool to use to ensure that
they effectively govern their companies

Milton Keynes
Council
Hertfordshire
County Council
Huntingdonshire
Council
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LGA supported activity: Basildon District Council

– LGA Grant
Grant

A high-level review of Basildon’s commercial
function to give members assurance that they
are focusing on the right areas in accordance
with practice, and a bit of horizon scanning
of areas they should focus on in the future.

AT A GLANCE

` we undertook an independent review of Basildon District

Council’s commercial activity. The review focused on
the Council’s commercial objectives, the role of the
corporate commercial team in identifying and developing
commercial projects, governance of the Council’s
commercial programme, risk management and a review
of the Council’s skills, capability and capacity to deliver
its commercial ambitions

Councils/bodies
that have benefited

Basildon District
Council

` recommendations were accepted to improve the

governance and management of the Council’s
commercial activity
LGA supported activity: Birmingham City Council (BCC)
Support to Birmingham to review and
` we supported BCC as it seeks to develop further
its commercial approach and explores and develops
redesign its commercial capabilities, including
opportunities for increasing revenue from existing
aspects of organisational design and training.
and new commercial ventures. It aims to establish
a sustainable, self-funding approach to continuing
and expanding its commercial work

Birmingham City
Council

` we have undertaken an assessment of the commercial

landscape and made recommendations to BCC
for improving its commercial approaches which will
be captured in a commercial strategy next year
LGA supported activity: Liverpool City Council (LCC)
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A review of four local authority trading
companies for corporate governance,
monitoring and operation of council-owned
companies.

` we reviewed four of LCC’s four subsidiary companies

with a view to determining the future of the companies
` the reviews focused on whether LCC should continue with

these companies in their current form or if an alternative

Liverpool City
Council

OVERVIEW
OUR IMPACT
PEOPLE AND QUALITY
FINANCIALS

Activity

What has been achieved

Councils/bodies
that have benefited

 delivery method might be deployed to deliver the
priorities and objectives

– Financial performance
– LGA Grant
Grant

` we provided clarity to LCC on the future direction of its

companies and made recommendations for the improved
oversight governance and management of its companies

AT A GLANCE

LGA supported activity: West Lancashire Borough Council (WLBC)
A review of Tawd Valley Development
Company for WLBC.

` we supported WLBC by undertaking a review to

inform the council’s decision on the future of their
development company

West Lancashire
Borough Council

` we made recommendations which WLBC accepted

regarding the future strategic direction, financial
management and governance of the company
LGA supported activity: London Borough of Croydon Council (LBC)
We commenced our review of the three
PFI contracts at LBC to identify savings
and efficiencies.
Our initial work in 2021-22 focussed on
understanding LBC’s Social Care PFI.
We developed and presented an initial action
plan setting out areas where the management
of the PFI contract could be improved.
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We also assisted LBC in determining whether
it was value for money to refinance its street
lighting PFI contract. This refinancing is now
being taken forward in 2022-23.

London Borough
of Croydon
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– Financial performance

PFI contract management reviews and PFI helpdesk

– LGA Grant
Grant

We operate as a central support service
to contracting authorities with advice and
guidance on PFI arrangements, such as
approaches to benchmarking and market
testing, assistance with application of small
value changes, advice on appointing a
technical advisor, advice on negotiation,
interpretation of contract provisions and
development of contingency plans of
contractors in financial distress or insolvency.

AT A GLANCE

` review and input into the “Public-Private-Partnerships:

Driving Growth, Building Resilience” guide produced
by Partnering Regeneration Development (PRD) and
Newbridge Advisors. We provided critical friend input
and spoke at the seminar launching the report, which
was itself publicised by the LGA
` support to Blackpool City Council on its Streetlighting

project –to understand the basis of the quantification
of disputed sums. We also assisted the council
understand the dispute resolution process
` support to Kirklees Council, providing guidance

as to how an updated care interface agreement
should be drafted for its Extra Care Housing PFI
` support to Peterborough Council Schools PFI

in clarifying the approach to Academy Deeds
of Variation and reviewing a schools facilities
management benchmarking report
` our involvement ensured that the guide more closely

met the needs of local authorities. It also ensured that the
messages were consistent with emerging guidance on PFI
contract expiry and the procurement of future services
` we provided guidance on the linkages of Kirklees
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Council’s documents through the project agreement and
the funding arrangements. This reduced the duplication
of legal fees saving circa £20,000 for the authority
` for Peterborough Council, we ensured the Council didn’t

duplicate legal costs by using standard form drafting and
identified fundamental errors in calculation of new service
costs, with potential saving of circa £70,000 for the authority

Councils/bodies
that have benefited

Blackpool City
Council
Kirklees Council
Redcar and
Cleveland Council
Peterborough
Council
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– Financial performance

National Advisory Group (NAG) procurement group support

– LGA Grant
Grant

Participation and representation
of local authorities in the National Group
for Local Government Procurement
(on activities separate from those
of the LGA procurement team).

AT A GLANCE

` through participation in NAG (which includes attending

quarterly meetings) Local Partnerships has contributed to
discussions on shaping the national procurement policy
agenda and promoted the work of NAG to colleagues

Councils/bodies
that have benefited

Relevant to all
councils

Non-executive support to councils
Non-executive advice and representation
on council project and assurance Boards.

` advisory commercial support and objective challenge

to what councils are doing commercially and sharing
our insights into what others are considering in the
commercial space
` for Portsmouth, an independent and objective review

of governance, including non-executive arrangements
with Council-owed entities including challenge where
appropriate

Suffolk County
Council
Surrey County
Council
Portsmouth City
Council
Wirral Council
Birmingham City
Council

Commercial capability
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We identified councils to participate in an
` we provided hands-on sourcing support (aligned to the
analysis of commercial capability and practical
playbooks) to four local authorities to pilot sourcing best
application to help DLUHC who are leading
practice in a live environment
on developing a local government specific
` we were able to extract learning for DLUHC about the
playbook which draws out the relevant
challenges local authorities are experiencing with large
segments from the various existing playbooks
sourcing projects and to understand barriers which
(i.e. the Sourcing Playbook, the Construction
prevent them from adopting optimal approaches
Playbook, the Consulting Playbook and the
to sourcing
Digital Playbook) to create something which
has all the key information together in one
place for a local government audience.

London Borough
of Barnet
Birmingham City
Council
Milton Keynes
Council
Wirral Council
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– Financial performance

James Elliman Homes review for Slough Council

– LGA Grant
Grant

Options appraisal of James Elliman Homes
for Slough Council (on behalf of LGA).

AT A GLANCE

` we were able to conduct a high-level options appraisal

for Slough Council on a wholly owned housing company
(James Elliman Homes) and make recommendations on
how they can best manage disposal of the stock (their
preferred solution given the funding challenges they face)

Councils/bodies
that have benefited

Slough Council

` review and report, giving a clear way forward and

an action plan

Waste PFI reviews
Waste PFI health checks in advance
of contract expiry.

` we have supported three authorities to understand

the requirements of their current waste projects
as they near expiry
` we delivered individual contract management review

reports with service specific recommendations
to aid the authorities during the expiry process

South
Gloucestershire
Council
Surrey County
Council
East London
Waste Authority

IDENTIFICATION OF EFFICIENCIES AND IMPLEMENTATION
PFI refinancing
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We continue to target schemes that reached
financial close during the period 2008 – 2013,
where the potential for refinancing gain is
highest, undertaking the initial refinancing
viability assessment to identify whether a
potential gain is available to the public sector.

` support to Telford and Wrekin Schools PFI for swap

novation
` initial discussions with Sheffield City Council as to

whether a refinancing on two projects was achievable
` ensured Telford and Wrekin Council reflected an

amendment and restatement position correctly
` Sheffield City Council’s Streets Ahead PFI refinancing

closed 30 March 2022 generating savings of £14m
to the public sector

Telford and Wrekin
Council
Liverpool City
Council
London Borough
of Croydon Council
London Borough
of Brent Council
Knowsley MBC
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Councils/bodies
that have benefited
Peterborough City
Council

– Financial performance
– LGA Grant
Grant

Sheffield City
Council

AT A GLANCE

PFI insurance reviews
We continue to work with contracting
authorities on insurance reviews, supporting
clients to ensure that the public sector
receives the appropriate share of reductions
in insurance premiums.

` actively supported two councils negotiate down

or remove the Project Insurance Change (PIC) from
their Joint Insurance Cost reports
` ongoing discussions with IPA, DLUHC, DfT and DfE

Peterborough
Council
Rochdale Council

around the issue of the PIC
` Peterborough Schools PFI, saved £220,000 and looking

to remove completely (a further £40,000)
` Rochdale Grouped Schools PFI, saved £340,000
` presented on the issue at the DfT networking event

in January 2022, with 20 councils in attendance

FRAMEWORK STEWARDSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
Re:fit
Re:fit is a key delivery mechanism for public
sector bodies to deliver carbon reduction
from their own estates and make a significant
contribution to net zero targets.
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` framework provider contract novations

Re:fit clients

` ongoing information management

GLA

` collaboration with GLA
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In focus
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OUR IMPACT

The priorities for Local Partnerships fall into five overarching themes:
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12.6%
drop in average NO2
levels in Bath after
helping to introduce
a charging clean
air zone
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£14m

£3bn+

saved by Sheffield
City Council in the
refinancing of their
highways maintenance
PFI contract

combined investment
value achieved from
11 local authority major
infrastructure reviews

new homes

Assisted Milton
Keynes Council on
the delivery of its

£165m
repairs and
maintenance
contract for its
housing stock

Helped two councils
negotiate savings of

£560k
from their joint
PFI insurance
cost reports

94%

of attendees of our
Sourcing Playbook
training said
it was valuable
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334
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unique authorities
have downloaded
our Greenhouse Gas
Accounting Tool

£180m+
of energy efficiency
works have been
procured across

1,000+
buildings using our
Re:fit framework

Helping to tackle the climate emergency
is at the heart of everything we do at
Local Partnerships. The dedication and
commitments shown by councils to tackle
the climate emergency on their own terms
is very encouraging. We are here to support
councils to achieve and progress their climate
ambitions at scale and pace.
We offer support to all organisations within
the public sector to reduce carbon emissions,
present an integrated pathway to net zero,
and identify, respond and adapt to the
impact of climate change in local areas.
Our support focuses on four key areas:
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12.6%

` carbon reduction

drop in average NO2
levels in Bath after
helping to introduce
a charging clean
air zone

` adaptation
` resilience
` climate leadership

In 2021-22 the successes we helped our
clients achieve include supporting and
providing additional capacity for, and helping
deliver, a range of climate-related projects
in these areas. These included: creating
environmental strategies, delivering a private

wire, developing heat networks, identifying
potential sites for development of renewable
energy, developing solar farms, improving the
thermal efficiency of housing stock, helping
authorities establish a baseline for their
greenhouse gas emissions, and facilitating the
transition of local authority fleet vehicles to EV.
We offer a range of free tools on our website
(localpartnerships.org.uk) for local authorities
to assist their net zero journey:
` our Greenhouse Gas Accounting Tool

which provides a straightforward and
consistent approach for councils seeking
to calculate their own carbon baseline
` our Climate Adaptation Toolkit which

supports local authorities to develop their
risk assessments and adaptation pathways
by providing a bridge to the technical
information and guidance, and a risk register
tool to help you match your risk profile to
the UK Climate Change Risk Assessment
` our Local Authority Housing Retrofit

Handbook which provides practical advice
on housing retrofit by bringing existing
resources together and giving a suggested
order in which to work through the material
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65%
recycling rate has
been achieved by
Wales with a 100%
target by 2050

Supporting DEFRA’s
Resources and
Waste Strategy
for England

We support central, regional, devolved and
local government to develop and deliver
strategies for resource efficiency, future
sustainability and development of resilient
systems to minimise waste and facilitate
a circular economy.

` absorbent hygiene products collection

Our resource efficiency and circular economy
team helps clients to plan strategically,
solve complex commercial issues, manage
programmes or projects effectively and
increase delivery confidence. Our work
spans two separate programmes in England
and Wales.

The resources and waste strategy for
England provided a good opportunity for
Local Partnerships to assist local government
in moving towards better resource efficiency.
In advance of weekly food and garden waste
collections being required in England, we
provide support in assessing anaerobic
digestion infrastructure needs and how
to develop these facilities.

In 2021-22 the successes we helped our
clients achieve include working with the
Welsh Government and key stakeholders to
improve recycling rates. Wales has ambitious
targets to achieve zero residual waste to
landfill and 100% recycling by 2050, with
a 70% recycling target for 2025. We work
closely with the Welsh Government to facilitate
and implement key interventions including:
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and processing intervention
` a wood waste treatment pilot project
` ULEV refuse collection vehicles and the

associated charging infrastructure

We used our lessons learned in the
implementation of anaerobic digestion
facilities in Wales to help in the development
of new contract guidance focused on facility
development, due to be published in 2022
for use by local authorities across England.
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Supported Calderdale
Metropolitan Borough
Council to identify
12 priority sites
with capacity for

4,339
new homes

Assisted Milton
Keynes Council on
the delivery of its

£165m
repairs and
maintenance
contract for its
housing stock
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We provide specialist support for complex
infrastructure projects across England and
Wales. We offer a range of bespoke services
to help ensure the effective and efficient
delivery of publicly-procured and managed
infrastructure and assets to meet current
and future public sector requirements.
Development of infrastructure sits at the
core of our business as we work with the
public sector to ensure it enables significant
and sustainable economic, environmental
and wellbeing benefits to local populations.
We offer support to both economic and social
infrastructure and across the different stages
of project lifecycles.
In 2021-22 the successes we helped our
clients achieve include supporting the
Welsh Government’s new spinout company,
Cwmni Egino Ltd. It was set up to deliver
a site development plan for the Trawsfynydd
nuclear power station site in North West Wales.
Focused on socio-economic growth, the new
company seeks to act as a catalyst in the
delivery of UK Government policy concentrating
on new nuclear power generation as a means
of achieving net zero and increasing energy

security. Local Partnerships supported
the Welsh Government to launch the new
company and transition it into a functioning
“devco”. Our work included a diverse range
of support activities including the development
of effective governance, company policies,
organisational development, business planning
and programme management.
Our housing team provides expertise and
support to help councils accelerate housing
development to meet their regeneration and
housing growth objectives. Our work includes
projects covering housing pipelines, options’
appraisals for brownfield sites, repairs and
maintenance contracts and energy efficiency
in homes and public buildings.
In 2021-22 the successes we helped our
clients achieve include providing capacity
support for the Hertfordshire Growth Board
in the development of a dynamic, costed
pipeline that will become the basis for DLUHC
monitoring and evaluation. The study provided
estimates of the revenue funding support
needed to unlock identified sites with the
potential for 80,000 homes, as well as viability
challenges and timescales.
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£14m
saved by Sheffield
City Council in the
refinancing of their
highways maintenance
PFI contract

Helped two councils
negotiate savings of

£560k
from their joint
PFI insurance
cost reports

Local Partnerships offers support to public
sector organisations fully and successfully
to procure, implement, review and
wind-down complex contracts, to achieve
desired outcomes.
In 2021-22 the successes we helped our
clients achieve include supporting contracting
authorities across a wide range of PFI contract
expiry issues. We worked closely with the
IPA to develop its model guidance on how
to commence preparation for the expiry of
PFI contracts, alongside other government
departments and authorities who have
responsibility for the expiry process. Our role
involved acting as critical friend, providing
specific input to the guidance and as part
of a review team confirming the final output
was fit for purpose.
Our Mutual Investment Model (MIM) education
team supported the Sustainable Communities
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for Learning (“SCfL”) programme within
Welsh Government. Working with WEPCo
(a joint venture between Welsh Government
and Meridiam, established to deliver additional
educational infrastructure in Wales, and
appointed following a procurement managed
by Local Partnerships) there are currently
five projects in development across Wales
with a capital equivalent of £280m, and
another circa £500m of projects identified
in the pipeline.
The SCfL projects are progressing as net
zero carbon, with the first three acting as
pilot projects. The ongoing monitoring of
the performance in use of these buildings
will provide a great opportunity to inform the
future of the net zero carbon estate, within
both education and the wider public sector.
The first two projects are scheduled to reach
financial close in the summer of 2022, with
construction commencing thereafter.
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£3bn+
combined investment
value achieved from
11 local authority major
infrastructure reviews

94%

of attendees of our
Sourcing Playbook
training said
it was valuable
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We assist the development of the commercial
capability of the public sector, helping it to
achieve and maintain financial resilience. This is
a focus of all our work, to ensure that we pass
our knowledge to our clients enabling them
to take a greater role in future deliverables.
The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic has
changed the commercial environment in which
local government operates and investments
that councils hold, requiring a strategic and
commercial approach to assess the current
and future operating environment and the
changes required to adapt.
Our work in this area includes ensuring we
incorporate wider government priorities – such
as the increased focus on social value – into
local delivery and, for projects in Wales,
the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act.
In addition to project delivery, this area includes
developing the capability and capacity of local
government to apply for funding through grant
application rounds and assessing new options
for funding of projects.

In 2021-22 the successes we helped our
clients achieve include developing our
Local Authority Company Review guidance
for local authorities to use when considering
setting up companies or reviewing companies
which they wholly or partly own. The guidance
has been positively received by the local
government community as a tool to use
to ensure that they effectively govern their
companies.
We delivered training and support to councils
on the Sourcing Playbook. We developed
a series of webinars designed specifically
to help the local government community
better understand the Playbook and maximise
its value. The webinars covered procurement
market management, preparation and planning
routes to market, formal engagement with the
market, economic and financial standing, social
value, should-cost modelling, business cases
and options’ appraisals, risk allocation and
payment mechanisms, contract management
and ensuring successful supplier relationships.
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Local Partnerships is a joint venture
between the Local Government
Association, HM Treasury and the
Welsh Government.
We occupy a unique position in the
public sector. We facilitate change by
working impartially and collaboratively
across all parts of central, local and
regional government, and the devolved
administrations.
We work solely for the benefit of the
public sector. Our experts provide

trusted, professional support and advice
over multiple disciplines, helping local and
combined authorities make best use of
limited resources as demand for services
continues to rise.
Local Partnerships is proud to be part
of the public sector family.
We bring public and private sector
experience that provides confidence,
capability and capacity, helping councils
and combined authorities achieve and
maintain financial resilience.
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020 4526 8474 I
@LP_localgov I

LPenquiries@localpartnerships.gov.uk
local-partnerships-llp I
localpartnerships.org.uk
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REGENERATION
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